The KANO Model – A Light Look
Knowing which customer benefits will delight
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You want to create a product roadmap with the right features, or know which
attributes are best to promote. But “not all attributes of a product or service
performance are equal in the eyes of the customer.”- Professor Noriaki Kano

Sapio will help you navigate the overwhelming menu of choices
to discover which aspects will delight your customers.

The KANO Model in Action
•	Features the user perceives as
unusually high value
•	Can achieve disproportionally
high satisfaction.
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•	Satisfaction and
dissatisfaction in line with
availability / performance
•	The better the performance,
the more satisfied the user.
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Negative Customer Satisfaction Coefficient

•	Elements which the service
user does not consider
important
•	Little value placed on
these service features.

•	Service features taken
for granted as essential
•	Huge dissatisfaction if
missing or poor performance
•	Only limited satisfaction if
available or performed well.
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Maybe you’re in
need of a SAP-Nav
for direction.
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When to use the KANO model:
• Consultancy & planning
• Activation & promotions

What the technique shows
Sapio’s execution of the KANO model:
>	Identifies the drivers of satisfaction
>	Identifies features that will turn customers
into advocates
>	Overcomes the need to put everything
into a new product
>	Prioritises what can be done to improve
Net Promoter Scores.

Benefits
Sapio’s KANO analysis gives easy to read,
actionable outputs from complex data inputs.
Feature and benefit prioritisation can help:
>	Identify key drivers of endorsement for
amplification through marketing strategies
>	Provide insight for remedial action planning
>	Inform new product development efforts

How it’s done
Sapio’s implementation of the KANO
method is a simple way of illustrating
complex choices. It’s often done after an
in-depth qualitative research phase. This
is how we usually do the KANO exercise:
>	First, the features and benefits to be included
are agreed upon. The ideal number is between
12 and 24
>	Determine which of the features can be shown as
prototypes, mock-ups or interactive wire frames
>	Then questions on satisfaction and the functional
and dysfunctional forms are constructed
>	We then put the questions into field –
200 responses are a minimum, but ideally
1,000 responses should be collected

>	Spot areas of misunderstanding around features
>	Understand if what is proposed is actually the
opposite of what is wanted.

Outcome/examples of technique use
Examples of Sapio’s KANO analysis:
>	An office fit-out company identified the emotional
drivers in the construction process, leading to a
replacement of traditional KPIs and increase in
repurchase and NPS
>	A payroll company determined the stage in the
customer journey which had the biggest impact
on satisfaction and purchase of additional services
>	An accountancy software company prioritised the
functionality of its product releases, which drove
new market dominance for the brand.

>	Once finished in fieldwork, the data is
cleaned and prepared for analysis
>	Finally, discrete and continuous analysis is
done to produce a KANO plot.
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Need to help improve a poor NPS?
Need to help your client deliver something
that delights? Really want to know what
makes a product or service a success?
KANO could be what makes you invaluable.

Contact the SAPIO Research Insight Team today
to find out more team@sapioresearch.com
or call +44 (0) 207 2361 604

